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STRIP, METAL, CffiBCN STEEL, COLD RCLJZ, HARDENED
AND TEMPERED SPRING QUALITY

This specification i8 approved for use by the U.S. Army
Materials Technology Laboratory, Department of the Army, and
is available for use by all Departments and Agencies of the
Department of Defense,

1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification covers cold rolled carbon steel of hardened and
tempered spring quality in strip form for use in spring applications.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Government documents.

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, and handbooks. The following
specificationa, standards, and handbooks fern a part of this specification to
the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise npeoifiod, the issues of these
documents ahall be those listed in the issue of the Department of Defense
Index of Specifications and Standards (DOCISS) and eupplement thereto, cited
in the solicitation.

EeneXYcial COIiiWnt8  (reccmmendatfons, additions, deletione)  and any pertinent
data which nag be of use in improving this dooumont should 5e addressed to:
Director, US Army Laboratory Command, Materials Technology Laboratory, ATTN:
SLCMT-MSE, Watertown, m 02172~0001  by wring  ;he self-addressed
Standardization Document  1mprovemer;tProposal  (DD Form 1426) appearing at the
end of this document cr by letter.

hMSC N/A /-95157

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A Approved for Public Release; Distribution L'nlimited.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-L-3150 - Lubricating Cilr Preservative, Medium

STANDARDS

FEDERAL

FF,D-STD-66 - Steel: Chemical Composition and Hardenability

MILITARY

MIL-STD-129 - Marking for Shipment and Storage
MIL-S!i?D-163 - Steel Mill Products Preparation for Shipment and Storage

(Copies of specifications, standards, handbooks, drawings, publications, and
other Gotrernment  documents required by contractors in connection with specific
acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as
directed by the contracting activity.)

2.2 Other publications. The following document(s) form a part of this
specification to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified, the
issues of the documents which are DOD adopted shall be those listed in the
issue of the DODISS specified in the solicitation. Unless otherwise
specified, the issues of documents not listed in the DODISS shall be the iasue
of the nongovernment documents which is current on the date of the
solicikatfon.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS ('ASTM) STANDARDS:

ASTM A109 - Specifioation  for Steel, Carbon, Cold-Rolled Strip
ASTM A751 - Methods,  Practices, and Definitions for Chemical Analysis of

Steel Products
ASTM E0 - Tension Testing of Metallic Materials
ASTM El8 - Rockwell iiardness and Rockwell Superficial Hardness

of Metallic Materials

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American Society for
Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.1

(Non-Government standards and other publications are normally available from
the organizations which prepare or which distribute the documents. These
documents also may be available in or through libraries or other informational
services.)

2.3 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of
this specification and the references cited herein (except for associated
detail specifications, specification sheeta or MS standards), the text of this
specification shall take precedence. Nothi+ in this specification, however,
shall supersede applicable laws and regulations unless a specific exemption
has been obtained.
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3. REQLJIFGZMENTS

3.1 Type of steel. The steal shall be produced from fully killed steel to
which sufficient aluminum has been added to produce a fine austenitfc grain.

3.2 Chemical composition. Chemical composition of the steel may be ordered
to identification numbers or applicable ranges. or maximum or minimum limits
(see 6 . 1  a n d  5 . 2 ) . The supplier shall submit a chemical analysis of each heat
of steel to the procuring activity.

3.2.1 Product analysis. The chemical composition, as determined by product
analysis, shall meet the requ%remente  for the specified composition provided
that in a heat of steel the individual tolerances do not vary from above and
below the ranges shown for product analysis tolerances in FED-STD-66. This
product analysis, if requiredI shall be preformed by the producer.

3.3 Mechanical properties.

3.3.1 Hardness. The steel, hardened and tempered, shall meet the hardness
requirements specified on drawings or in the invitation for bids, contract, or
order (see 6.1). Specified hardness ranges shall be as shown in table I
unless otherwise negotiated between the supplier and the procuring activity.

3.3.2 Tensile strength (0.006 inch (0.203mm)  thick and under). Ultimate
tensile strength shall be as shown in table I.

3.3.3 Cold bending, If the strip is eubject to other than minor bending,
the requirements, limits and mathod  of conducting the bend test shall be
negotiated between the contractor and procuring activity.

3.4 Decarburization. The maximum permissible depth af total and partial
decarburization of the strip shall be 0.001 inch (0.025wn) or 1.5%.of the
thickness of the strip, whichever depth is greater,

3.5 Fiaish. Unless otherwise specified in the invitation for bids,
contract, or order, strip shall be furnished with a scaleless tempered finish
(see 6.1 and 6.3).

3.6 m. The strip shall be furnished with a No. 1 edge -fin accordance
with AST.M A1091  free from wavesr  cracks, and excessive burrs.

3.7 Dimensions. The strip shall be furnished in the sizes as specified in
the invitation for bids, contract, or order (see 6.1). Tolerances from.
specified dimensions shall be as shown ic accordance with tables 5, 6, 9 and
10 of AS!TM A109 or ASTM A109M for values.correspondfng to a Number 1 edge.

No flatness tolerances  have been formulated and, when required, flatness
tolerances for specified sizes should be negotiated between the supplier and
the procuring activity.

3.8 Identification markin% Unless otherwise specified in the contract or
order ( see 6.11, strip in coils or bundles of cut lengths shall have the
manufactcrer's  name or trademark, the specification number and type legibly
imprinted on oilproof, waterproof tags. One tag shall be attached to each
coil or b=dle.
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TA.qLE  I . Cold rolled  carbon aprioe;  steel. herdcned  aad temyemd.
bails  of  Hockucll  hsrdness rsxmw  and tensile strer#th  ranges.

.- ” ^^1 . - .._._.
Per Cent Carbon, Warimw

0.60 0.70 0.83 0.90 1.00 1.05
Ttickwss.

rnch fkchnni:a~  xtrty Limits of I’,cch~nicol  Property Raogas  6i

>0.120 (9.05) Rockvel; C hacrlwss Jb.O+?.O 36.0-44.0 38.Od6.0 40.04&O 42.0-50.C 43.0-51.0
0.100 - 0.119 Hockwell C hardosss 35.0-43.0 37.0-45.0 3 9 . 0 - 4 7 - o 41.0-49.0 43.0-51.0 44.0-52.0
( 2 . 5 4  - 3.02)
o.om  - 0 . 0 9 9 Rockwell C hardness )6.0-44.0 3Cr.0146.0 40.0-46.0 4 2 . 0 - 5 0 . 0 44.0-52.0 C5.b33.0
( 2 . 0 3  - 3 . 5 1 )
0.060 - 0.079 Rookrell C hnrdwfi@ 3 6 . 5 - 4 4 . 5 38.5-46.5 40.5-48.5 4 2 . 5 - 5 0 . 5 4 4 . 5 - 5 2 . 5 4 5 . 5 . 5 3 . 5
(1.52 - 2.01)
0 . 0 4 0  - a . 0 5 9 !Iackvel.l. C hardness 37.5-45.5 3 9 . 5 4 7 . 5 41.5-49.5 4X5-51.5 45.5-53.5 4 6 . 5 - 5 4 . 5
(1.02 - 1.W)
0.070 - o.ogg Rockwell >U-3  hardnsss 5’1.0 - 6 5 . 0 59.3-67.0 60.5-ii0.5 62-S-70.5 64.0-72.0 65-O-735 .0
(0.762 - 1.00)
0 . 0 2 0  - 0 . 0 2 9 Rockwell 30-N hardness 57.0-65.5 59.5-67.5 6 1 . 0  -69.0 63.0-71.0 64.5-72.0 65.5-73.5
(0.508 - 0.777)
Q.010 - 0 .019 Rockwel.1 15-J hardness 79.n-84.0 m.o-6.0 81.0~BG.0 62. o-Cf. 0 83.0-88.0 EELS-ea.5
(0.254 - 0.483)
O.Wj - o.ooy U.‘LS.a/,  ksi (Ifi’d 17S-2SS lgo-270 MT-C-5 225-305 2 4 5 - 3 2 5 a>-;;I35
(0.127  - 0.224) (1,107-1758)  (19lO-1062) (1413-1965) (1551-2103) (1689XJ41) (175E-2510)

lkchnnical  Propwty Stmmlnrd  Range -- ._

Eockvell  C hardness Any 4 paints
Rockwell ‘W-1 hardnods mf  4 pint9
Rockwell 15-U hrdneoa Ally 3 points
Ultimete  tensile strength Any 29 koi (1Y.Y HPa)

A/ Them ultimata  tenSilo atrerqth valuea  apply orll~  t o  II th ickness  O.W& ineb (C~.X)Srnrn)  srxl  below.
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3.9 Workmanship. The steel shell be clean and free of imperfections such
as laminatfoner  segregation and surface defects as is consistent with good
cmmercial practice for this steel quality.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or purchase order , the contractor is responsible for the performance
of all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise
specified in the contract or purchase order, the contractor may use his own or
any other facilities suitable for the performance of the inspection
requirements specified herein, TJnless disapproved by the Government. The
Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in
the specifbatior,  where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure
eupplies and services conform to prescribed requirements.

4.1.1 Responsibility for compliance. All itams must meet all requirements
of sections 3 and 5. The inspection set forth in this specification shall
become a part of the contractor’s overall inspection system or quality
program. The absence of any inspection requirements in the specification
shall not relieve the contractor of the responsibility of assuring that all
products or supplies submitted to the Government for acceptance comply with
all requirements of the contract. Sampling in quality conformance does not
authorize submission of known defective material, either indicated or actual,
nor does it commit the Government to acceptance of defective material.

4.2 Lot. Unless otherwise specified in the contract or order (see 6-l), a
lot sharconslst of all steel submitted for inspection et one time, of the
same heat, the same finish, the Same thickness, and having been subject to the
same hatdening and tempering treatment.

4.3 Sampling.

4.3.1 Product Analysis. Samples for product analysis of chemfcal
composition shall be taken from three different coils in each lot. Each
sample shall be analyzed separately.

4.3.2 Mechanical properties.

4.3.2.1 Hardness and tensile strength. Sample far hardness tests shall be
taken from 2 different coils representing each 5,000 pounds (2270 kg) of steel
in the lot or from 2 cut lengths representing different coils in each 5,000
pounds (2270 kg) in the lot,

4.3.2.2 Cold bending. Sampling for cold bending tests ehall be as
negotiated between the contractor and procuring activity.

4,3.3 Microexamination for decarburization. Samples shall be taken from I
coil in each lot or from one cut length in each lot.

4.4 Examination.

4.4.1 Visual. A representative sampling of the steel shall be examined for
COmpliantX wfti the requirements for finish (see 3.5), edge (see 3.6), and
worlunanship  (see 3.98), and identification marking (see 3.8).
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4.4.2 lIcinenafonal.4.4.2 lIcinenafonal. A representative  number of meaauremente shall, be takenA representative  number of meaauremente shall, be taken
on each lot to determine cdmpliartoe with the size and tolerance requirementson each lot to determine cdmpliartoe with the size and tolerance requirements
(see 3.7).(see 3.7). Thickness measurements shall be made with a micrometer.Thickness measurements shall be made with a micrometer,

4.4.2.1 Camber. Camber is the deviation of a side edge from a straight
l i n e . The deviiation  shall be obtalned by placizzg  an eight-foot (2.44 metre)
straight edge on the concave eide and measuring the maximum distame  between
the steel edge and the straight edge. (See table 1C of ASTM 11109)

4.5 Teats,

4.5.1 Test specimens,

4.5.1.1 Chemical composition. Specimens for chemical analysis shall be
prepared in accordance with AS!IN A751.

4.5.1.2 Mechanical prqerties.

4.5.1.2.1 Hardness. Speoimens  shall be prepared in accordance with ASTM E
18.

4.5.2.2.2 Tensile strength. Specimens shall be prepared in accordanoe with
ASTM E 8.

4.5.1.2.3  Ccld bending. Specimens for cold bending ahall be prepared ae
negotiated between the supplier and procuring activity.

4.5.1.3 Microexaminatloc.

4.5.1.3.1 Decarburiastion. Two specimens shall be prepared from the
sample. The prepared surface of the specimens shall be zxot  lees than 1 inch
(25.4x1111)  in length representing ;he full thickness of the etrip and shall be
perpendicular to the direction of rolling.

4.5.2 Test methods.

4.5.2.1 Chmical conposition. Chemical composition shall be conducted in
accordance with ASl?l A751.

4.5.2.2 Mechanical properties.

4.5.2.2.1 Hardness tests. Hardness teata .shall be conducted in accordance
with AS!PM E IS,

4.5.2.2.2 Tensile strength. Tensile strengths  shall be conducted in
accordance with ASP14 E8.

4.5.2.2.3 Cold bending. Cold bendfng teat& shall be negotiated between the
supplier and procuring activity.
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4.5.2.3 Microexamination.

4.5.2.3.1 Decarburization. Microexamination of the specimens for
decarburization shall be made at a magnification of 100 diameters.

4.6 Rejection.

4.6.1 Rejection. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2) where one or more
test specimens fail to meet the requirements of the specification the lot
represented by the specimen or specimens shall be subject to rejection.

4.6.2 Reteat. When no sampling  plan Is provided or approved by the
procuring agency (see 6.2) and where there is evidence that indicates that the
specimen was not repreeentative of the lot of material, and when the detail
specification does not otherwise specify, at leaet two specimens shall be
seleoted to replace each test specimen which failed. All specimens so
selected for reteet shall meet c,he requirements of the specification or the
lot shall be subject to rejection,

5. PACKAGING

5 . 1  P r e s e r v a t i o n . Strip shall be prepared for shipment in accordance with
levels A, B, or C (defined In MIL-STD-1631,  a8 Bpecified (see 6.1).

5.1.1 Levels A and B. Strip shall be coated with a preservative
lubricating oil conforming to MIL-L-3150.

5.1.2 Level C. Strip shall be protected in accordance with general
industry practice with a suitable anti-rust 021.

5.2 Packing. Strfp shall be packed for shipment in accordance with level
A, Br or C as specified (see 6.1).

5.2.1 Level A. Strip shall be packed in accordance uith the requirements
of MXL-STD-163.

5.2.2  Level c. Strip shall be packed in a maraer to insure carrier
acceptance and eafe delivery at destination.

5.3 Marking for shipment. In addition to marking specified in the contract
or order, marking for shipment shall be in accordance with the requfremants of
MIL-STD-129,

6 . NOTES

6.1 Orddring data. Purchasers should select the preferred options
permitted herein and include the following infcrmation  in procurement
documents:

(a) Title, number, and date of this specification.
(b1 Chemical camposition (see 3.2).
(c) Hardness (see 3.3.1)  or tensile strength (3.3.2).
(d) If other than scaleless, tempered finish is required (see 3.5).
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(e> Size required (see 3.7).
(f) Additional identification larking, if required (see 3.8).
(8) Lot size, if other than es specified in 4.2.
(h) Level of preservation and packing required (see section 5).

6.2 Selection of chemical composition,

6.2.1 Steel grade dealgnation  numbera. While it is not common practice to
specify cold rolled carbon steel strip to numerical designations indicating
chenical composition, designations  covering compositions (cast or heat
analysis) commonly produced to this epeciflcation are shown in table II and
may be used as a guide in procurement,

l'ABLE II. Chemical compoeition - heat analysis.

AISI UNS
number Numbe&

Carbon, Manganese, PilO@OT?U8,

% % % (max.)

1365 G10650 0 . 5 9 - 0 . 7 3 C!.60-0.90 0.040 0 . 0 5 0 O.i5-0.30
1074 C l 0 7 4 0 .69- .80 .50- .80 .04O .050 .15- .30
1085 G10850 .70-1.00 .040 l 050 .15- .30
1395 G10950 ago-0.50 .040 .c50 .15-  .30

~/Previously released engineering drawings and other documents which specify
a J-digit AISI number may be converted to the above UNS numbers by inserting a
prefix "G" and a suffix "0" to the AISI number.

6.2.2 Minim~um and maximum limits and ranges. When cold rolled carbon
spring steel in strip form is specified to chemical composition, the
compositions are commonly prepared using the cast or heat ranges and limits
shown in table III. Por steel manufactured by any process, the elements
comprising the desired chemical composition are specified in one of three ways.

(a) Zy a maximum limit
(b) By a minimum limit
(c) By minimum end maximum limits, termed the range; by a summon

usage, the range ia the arithmetical difference betneen the two
limits (e.g., 0.60  to  0 .72  is  R 0 .12  range)
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T'AELE III. Ccld rolled carbon spring steel, cast or heat chemical
ranges and limits.

Standard chemical ranges and limits, percent

Element When maximzm of specified
element Is Range

Lowest
Maximum

Carbon Over 0.60 to 0.80 incl. 0.11 0.60
(see Note 1) Over .80 to 1.35 incl. .14

Manganese To 0.50 incl. 0.20 0.40
Over 0.50 to 1.15 fncl. .30
over 1.15 to 1.65 incl. .35

Phosphorus To 0.08 incl. 0.03 0.04
Over 0.08 to 0.15 incl. -05 .O4

Sulphur To 0.08 inch. 0.03 0.05
Over 0.08 to C.15 fncl. l 05 .05
Over .15 to .23 incl. l 07 .GS
Over .23 to .33 incl. .lO l D5

Silicon 0.10
To 0.15 Incl. 0.08
Over 0.15 to 0.30 incl. .15
Over .30 to . 60 incl. .30

Copper When copper is required
0.20 minimum is conuxonly
specified

Note 1. Carbon: The carbon ranges shown in the column headed "Range" apply
when the specified maximum limit for manganese does not
exceed 1.00 percent. When the maximum manganese limit
exceeds 1.00 percent, add 0.01 to the carbon rangaes shown
above.
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6.3 Finish. Cold rolled carbon spring steel in strip form, hardened and
tempered is also furnished in the following finishes:

(a) Black tempered
(b) Bright tempered
(c) Tempered and polished
td) Tempered, polishcd and colored blue or straw

6.4 Key Words

Cold rolled
Carbon steel.
Spring 8
Coila
Killed steel
Auetenite grain size

6.5 Changes from previous issue. The margins of this specification are
marked with vertical lines to indicate where changes (additions,
modifications, correctlons, deletions) from the pxevioua issue were made.
This was done as a convenience only and the Government assumes no liability
whatsoever for any inaccuracies in these notations. Bidders and contractors
are cautioned to evaluate the requirements of this document based on the
entire content irreepective  of the marginal notations and relationship to the
last previous issue.

6.6 SS (metric) equivalents contained in this specification are in
accordance with AS!IW E 380.

Custodian: Preparing activity:
Army - MR A=W - MR

Review activities:
hY - AV, MI, AR
DSA - I S

User aatfvitles:

Army-AT
Navy - OS, SH

(IcflWP# ID-0238A/DISK  0141A. FOR J$TL USE ONLY)
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